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EdConnect is a single sign-on service enabling each user to get access to different eLearning resources 
and platforms integrated with it. From 2014 onwards, EdConnect can be used as WiFi authentication 
with a single HKEdCity account, HKEdCity also provides value-added services to facilitate schools 
managing their WiFi network on campus. 

Target Secondary and Primary Schools in HK 

WaaSchool - 
WiFi 
Authentication 
Service 

Benefits 
1. Administrative works, such as managing accounts can be simplified. Over 80% of 

the local school teachers and students acquire their HKEdCity account, and 
HKEdCity supports schools to update accounts annually with ease 

2. The service is free of charge for secondary and primary schools in HK. 
3. Schools can set up a shared account for parents and guests to access WiFi on 

campus. 
4. Functional accounts can be set up for the shared devices, including tablets, Apple 

TV, Miracast and WiDi etc. 
5. Schools can designate a specific level or class of students to have access to WiFi 

at preset time, or temporary suspend a particular student’s access right. 
6. Compared with using Mac Address for authentication, schools need not to 

register hundreds of devices, or replicate the action in case of damage or loss of 
devices.  

7. Compared with using school server for authentication, schools need not to invest 
much on technical support such as managing the server and protecting from 
security leakage. 

8. School email account such as Gmail or Microsoft Outlook can be used as 
HKEdCity account name. (Remarks: For security, users have to log in with their 
HKEdCity account password.) 

9. Schools can control the number of devices that each user can use to connect to 
the WiFi network, e.g. each student can use only one device to log in, whilst 
teachers do not have such restrictions. (Remarks: This feature requires network 
service providers’ coordination.)  
 

Application Procedures 
1. Apply through the network service provider (Remarks: require to provide information such as school 

supporting document, School IP address) 
2. Agreement is to be signed by HKEdCity and the service provider. Service provision can be completed 

in 3 workings days after receiving all necessary documents. 
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WaaSchool 
Testing Tool 

WiFi network is a basic eLearning facility for schools. To assess if the network 
performance is suitable for implementing eLearning in classrooms, HKEdCity provides 
schools with a WaaSchool testing tool (WiFi network quick test) to simulate a real 
class with a group of students, for example, a class with 40 students with each needs 
1Mbps bandwidth. The average bandwidth can be revealed by using the tool, so as to 
assess if the students are smoothly connected to the WiFi network. The collected data 
is for reference only, and the tool is not aimed at replacing those professional testing 
tools and software. HKEdCity will provide the respective platform and software, 
schools only need to assign a responsible teacher, prepare for adequate devices, and 
make a reservation online to do the testing. The whole testing process is simple and 
quick, schools can conduct their own tests or do it together with their service 
provider. The details are as follows,  
 
Target 
Schools (make reservation online by using the school administrator account) 
Testing time 
Date : Mon - Sat (except public holidays) 
Time : 8 am – 10 pm 
Testing Session: Each session is 2 hours 
Online reservation 
Schools can make reservation online, please visit the website of WaaSchool 
( www.hkedcity.net/waaschool/en/testing_tool ) for details 

 
 

Enquiry For the WiFi authentication service, please contact your network service provider. 
For other queries, please contact HKEdCity at 2624 1000 or support@hkedcity.net. 
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